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 pdf ï»¿indonesia arrow arrow indonesia pdf 47 indonesia arrow indonesia pdf 47 pdf ï»¿arrow pdf ï»¿indonesia arrow pdf 47 arrow pdf ï»¿indonesia pdf 47 The Milwaukee Bucks reportedly are interested in acquiring the veteran guards Thomas Robinson or Rodney Stuckey, both of whom have expiring contracts. Both players are looking for multi-year deals and it's possible they would be gone by
the time the Bucks open training camp on Monday. Robinson and Stuckey are among the best of the subpar free agent guard class, so they could make a lot of sense for Milwaukee. One problem: Both are reportedly looking for a multi-year deal, something the Bucks typically won't offer. The Milwaukee brass is unlikely to put itself in a position of offering such a long deal to a free agent. Another

problem: The NBA's new collective bargaining agreement is based on a significant luxury tax hit, so the Bucks likely wouldn't be in the position of having to fork over that kind of money to sign a free agent. Stuckey doesn't have an agent yet, according to his agent, and Robinson hasn't hired an agent yet, according to his agent, but they would be only the third duo of guards to play together in the same
NBA organization in the last 30 years. The other two came in Phoenix, when Nash and Steve Nash were teammates. (Larry Bird and Dennis Johnson also did it in Boston.) The Spurs signed Robinson, in the first round of the 2010 draft, to a four-year, $10.1 million deal in 2010. He turned down a multi-year offer from San Antonio after his rookie deal expired. (His agent, Mark Bartelstein, told me the
Spurs never made him the multi-year offer). Stuckey was the No. 4 overall pick in the 2009 draft by the Pistons, and signed a four-year, $20.1 million deal. He turned down a multi-year offer from Detroit after his rookie deal expired. Both players have a lot of appeal to the Bucks. They're both smart offensive players. They've been teammates. They have relationships with coach Jason Kidd. Robinson

has played sparingly so far, averaging 3.2 points, 1.5 rebounds and 14.7 minutes in 14 appearances. He has the 82157476af
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